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ENDORSE READING

By Meg Waite Clayton
For the most part, I’m a pretty shy person. I’m awkward with the 
whole shake-hands-or-hug dilemma, and although I know everyone 
shows bra straps alongside spaghetti straps these days, it’s not my 
thing. Put a great book in my hands, though, and I’m a literary exhi-
bitionist.

I read on trains—well, yes, but everyone reads on trains. On air-
planes. Those hardly count. At the dentist’s office, though? On park 
benches? In cafes? There, I’m occasionally joined by a newspaper 
reader, or someone with a fashion magazines—a mere peek at a lit-
erary bra strap compared to the torn, baggy knickers of pulling War 
and Peace or Middlesex from your purse. In my case, it’s not a purse 
so much as a red parachute-material backpack, complete with slots 
for the pens and highlighters with which I like to attack my books, 
which aren’t found reading material to pass the time. I have not 
once come upon an abandoned Tolstoy novel on a café table or park 
bench, or even in a doctor’s lounge.

I was a person who actually loved The Grapes of Wrath in high 
school—not that I admitted that—and adored To Kill a Mocking-
bird. I read them alongside Agatha Christie and Love Story. I’d have 
liked Margaret Atwood’s books if they’d been published—though 
not, probably, if I’d had to keep an eye on the meaning of the bird 
on the line at the end of chapter three. There are some books that 
ought not to be ruined by too-early required reading, or by assign-
ments of at least one notation per page. How can a teenager, not the 
most patient of readers to start with, possibly be expected to sink 
into hundreds of pages of even the most amazing stories if he or she 
must be ever vigilant for metaphor, alliteration, hyperbole?

I don’t read for the thrill of a clever simile. I read to be moved to 
laughter and to tears. I read to understand, and to feel understood.

Even now, when I pull out the big, fat novel wherever I’m read-
ing—and I do read everywhere; now a big fan of audiobooks, I even 
“read” while walking my dog, Frodo (yes, named after that Frodo)—
I feel the same urge to explain myself that I did as a closet-reader 
teenager: “Really, Middlemarch is just like Jane Austen” (because 
no one doesn’t like Jane these day) “only better, because Eliot gave 
us female characters who wanted more than just the happy-wedding 
ending.” (Not that I don’t love Austen, too.) I wouldn’t be a writer if 
I weren’t first a reader. And reading as an adult is even better than 
reading in high school: there’s no danger of a quiz at the end.

Meet national bestselling author Meg Waite 
Clayton, celebrating the release of The Wednes-
day Daughters, an enthralling novel of mothers, 
daughters, and the secrets and dreams passed 
down through generations.

July 16 · 7:00 pm · Books Inc. in Palo Alto 
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July 9 · 7:30 pm
Books Inc. in the Castro

Gay equality activist and 
newly signed Oakland 
Raiders punter, Chris 
Kluwe,  shares Beautifully 
Unique Sparkleponies, a 
collection of candid and 
hilarious essays. With 
topics ranging from time 
travel, the Pope’s Twitter 
account, gay marriage, 
and everything in 
between — this book has 
something for everyone.

July 18 · 7:00 pm
Books Inc. in Berkeley

Acclaimed author C.W. 
Gortner shares the 
absorbing story of Isa-
bella of Castile’s rise 
to power in the largest 
kingdom of Spain, the 
warrior who united a 
fractured country, and 
the visionary who sent 
Columbus to discover 
the New World, with the 
evocative, and vividly 
imagined historical fic-
tion The Queen’s Vow.

July 19 · 7:00 PM
Books Inc. in Palo Alto

Critically acclaimed 
and New York Times 
bestselling author, Chris 
Bohjalian shares his 
breathtaking re-imagin-
ing of Romeo and Juliet, 
The Light in the Ruins. A 
spell-binding story of 
moral paradox, human 
frailty, and the mysteri-
ous ways of the heart set 
in Tuscany at the end of 
the Second World War.

July 25 · 7:00 pm
Books Inc. in  
Opera Plaza

Hear the intoxicating 
story of Ray Walker’s 
journey from a career 
finance man to a success-
ful American winemaker 
living in France, with his 
delightful and dreamy 
memoir, The Road to 
Burgundy. Get your taste 
buds ready, our co-spon-
sor The Wine Club, will 
be providing a tast-
ing component to this 
charming evening. 

Visit www.booksinc.net 
for the absolute latest 

event information!

JULY FEATURED EVENTS

The experience you CAN’T download

For the first time, the One City 
One Book:  San Francisco Reads 

selection committee has picked 
a book that is marketed as a 
Young Adult novel. The 2013 

Selection Committee says Little 
Brother by Cory Doctorow, which 

is set in San Francisco, is the 
perfect pick this year because 

“Doctorow is an author not afraid 
to fight the good fight, and in this 

highly readable, technologically savvy 

novel for all reading levels, he 
gives us the tools necessary 
so that we can do the same.” 
Additionally, “reading it will be 
a great cross cultural experi-
ence for youth and adults.”  As 
in all previous years, Books 
Inc. will donate 15% of all copies 
purchased during the months 

of September and October to 
the Friends of the San Francisco 

Library.



Ballistics by D.W. Wilson
It is summer and the Canadian Rockies are 
on fire. As the forests blaze, Alan West heads 
into their shadows, returning from univer-
sity to his grandfather’s home in the remote 
Kootenay Valley, where the man who raised 
him has suffered a heart attack. Confronting 

his own mortality, the tough and taciturn Cecil West has a 
dying request for his grandson: track down the father Alan 
has never known so that the old man can make peace with 
him. AVAILABLE NOW

This is Paradise
by Kristiana Kahakauwila
In this stunning collection, Kristiana 
Kahakauwila travels the islands of Hawai’i, 
exploring the deep tensions between local 
and tourist, tradition and expectation, facade 

and authentic self, This Is Paradise provides an unforget-
table portrait of life as it’s truly being lived on Maui, Oahu, 
Kaua’i and the Big Island. Exquisitely written and bursting 
with sharply observed detail, Kahakauwila’s stories remind 
us of the powerful desire to belong, to put down roots, and 
to have a place to call home. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH
 

Eleven Days by Lea Carpenter
May, 2011 - Sara’s son, Jason, has been miss-
ing for nine days from a Special Operations 
Forces mission on the same night as the Bin 
Laden raid. Through letters Jason writes 
home from his training and early missions, 
we get a picture of a strong, compassionate 

leader who is wise beyond his years and modest about his 
abilities. This is a haunting narrative about a mother’s bond 
with her son; about life choices; about the military, war, and 
service to one’s country. AVAILABLE NOW
 

Fiend by Peter Stenson
When Chase Daniels first sees the little girl in 
umbrella socks tearing open the Rottweiler, 
he’s not too concerned. As a longtime meth 
addict, he’s no stranger to horrifying hal-
lucinations. But as he and his fellow junkies 
soon discover, the little girl is no illusion. The 

end of the world really has arrived. Featuring a powerfully 
compelling antihero, Fiend is at once a riveting portrait of 
addiction, a pitch-black love story, and a meditation on hope, 
redemption, and delusion. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH
 

Freud’s Mistress
by Karen Mack & Jennifer Kaufman
Vienna, 1895 – Minna is unwilling to settle for 
marriage, a woman’s only hope for security. 
Out of desperation, she turns to her sister, 
Martha, for help. Martha has her own prob-

lems—six young children and a disinterested husband who 
happens to be Sigmund Freud. While Martha is shocked 
and repulsed by her husband’s “pornographic” work, Minna 
is fascinated. When she and Freud embark on what is at 
first simply an intellectual courtship, obsession and desire 
soon take control. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH
 

The Humans by Matt Haig
When an extraterrestrial visitor arrives on 
Earth, his first impressions of the human spe-
cies are less than positive. But as time goes 
on, he starts to realize there may be more 
to this weird species than he has been led 
to believe. Disguised as Professor Andrew 

Martin of Cambridge University, he slowly, and unexpect-
edly, forges bonds with Martin’s family, and in picking up the 
pieces of the professor’s shattered personal life, begins to 
see hope and beauty in the humans’ imperfections.  
AVAILABLE JULY 2ND
 

Instructions for a Heatwave
by Maggie O’Farrell
1976, during the legendary British heatwave 
- Gretta Riordan wakes to find that her hus-
band of forty years has vanished, cleaning 
out his bank account along the way. But, as 

suddenly as she finds herself single, she finds herself sur-
rounded by her three grown children returning home. In 
a novel that stretches from the heart of London to New 
York City to the coast of Ireland, O’Farrell paints a brac-
ing portrait of a family falling apart and coming together. 
AVAILABLE NOW
 

Kiss Me First by Lottie Moggach
Leila comes into her own when she discov-
ers and joins a chat forum for ethical debate, 
Red Pill. Impressing the Web site’s founder, 
Adrian, immensely Leila is invited to be 
part of “Project Tess.” Tess is beautiful, 
urbane, witty, and damaged. As they e-mail, 

chat, and Skype, Leila becomes enveloped in the world of 
Tess, learning every single thing she can about this other 
woman—because soon, Leila will have to become her. 
AVAILABLE JULY 9TH
 

Lexicon by Max Berry
At an exclusive school somewhere in Virginia, 
students aren’t taught history, geography, 
or mathematics—at least not in the usual 
ways. Instead, they are taught to persuade. 
By harnessing the hidden power of language 
students manipulate the mind and learn to 

break down individuals by psychographic markers in order 
to take control of their thoughts. The very best will gradu-
ate as “poets” adept wielders of language who belong to a 
nameless organization that is as influential as it is secretive. 
AVAILABLE NOW
 

Love All by Callie Wright
Cooperstown, New York, 1994 - Joanie Cole, 
the matriarch of the Obermeyer family, has 
unexpectedly died. Now, for the first time, 
three generations are living together under 
one roof and are quickly encroaching on one 
another’s fragile orbits. When a battered 

copy of “The Sex Cure,” a thinly veiled roman à clef from 
the 1960s that shook Cooperstown to its core, is discovered 
under Joanie’s mattress, the Obermeyers cannot escape the 
family secrets that come rushing to the surface. AVAILABLE 
JULY 9TH

My Education by Susan Choi
Regina had been warned about Professor 
Brodeur long before arriving as a graduate 
student at his university. He’s said to lie in 
the dark while undergraduate women read 
couplets to him. He’s condemned on the 
walls of the women’s restroom, and enjoys 

films by Polanski. But no one has warned Regina about his 
exceptional beauty—or his wife. My Education is the story 
of Regina’s mistakes, which only begin in the bedroom, and 
end—if they do—fifteen years in the future. AVAILABLE 
JULY 3RD   
 

The Ocean at the End of the 
Lane by Neil Gaiman
A middle-aged man returns to his childhood 
home to attend a funeral. Although the house 
he lived in is long gone, he is drawn to the 
farm at the end of the road, where, when he 

was seven, he encountered Lettie Hempstock. And as he sits 
by the pond the unremembered past comes flooding back. 
And it is a past too strange, too frightening, too dangerous 
to have happened to anyone, let alone a small boy.  
AVAILABLE NOW

Sisterland by Curtis Sittenfeld
From an early age, twins Kate and Violet 
knew that they possessed psychic abilities. 
Though Vi embraced her visions, Kate did 
her best to hide them. Now, years later, Vi has 
pursued a career as a psychic medium, while 
Kate has focused on motherhood. But when Vi 

goes on television to share a premonition that a devastating 
earthquake will soon hit, Kate is mortified. Equally trou-
bling, however, is her fear that Vi may be right. AVAILABLE 
NOW
 

Ten Things I’ve Learnt 
About Love by Sarah Butler
Daniel hasn’t had a roof over his head for 
almost thirty years. Wandering the streets 
of London he makes sculptures out of the 
objects he finds—and experiences synesthe-

sia; a neurological condition which causes him to see words 
and individual letters of the alphabet as colors. With his 
health is faltering as he nears his sixties, Daniel is kept alive 
by the knowledge that he has a daughter somewhere in the 
world whom he has never been able to find. AVAILABLE 
JULY 11TH

The Unknowns by Gabriel Roth
In his early twenties, Eric is a Silicon Valley 
millionaire who fears that love will always be 
out of reach. So when Eric falls for the beauti-
ful Maya Marcom, and she falls for him too, 
he’s in new territory. But the more he learns 
about his perfect girlfriend’s unresolved past, 

the further Eric’s obsessive mind spirals into confusion and 
doubt. Can he reconcile his need for order and logic with the 
mystery and chaos of love? AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

Amy Falls Down by Jincy Willett
Bitter writer, Amy Gallup has spent the last 
two decades teaching and reviewing—but 
very little writing. One morning Amy trips in 
her backyard and her head thumps right into 
a birdbath. Cleared of head injury she returns 
home. When a reporter shows up for a sched-

uled interview—Amy is not quite herself. The article paints 
her as the zen-goddess of writing, publishing . . . and life. 
The next thing she knows, Amy is at the center of the writ-
ing world. But the strangest thing of all: Amy starts to write. 
AVAILABLE JULY 9TH

Anonymous Sources
by Mary Louise Kelly  

Alexandra James, a New England Chronicle 
reporter is assigned to cover the death of 
Thom Carlyle. Just back from a year abroad, 
Thom falls from the top of a Harvard bell 

tower. Did he jump, or was he pushed? For Alex James, who 
can get in anywhere, sleep with anyone, out-drink and out-
shop her demons, it is the story of a lifetime. As she chases 
leads from Harvard Yard to the inside of a nuclear terrorist 
network...the intrigue seems to suit her. AVAILABLE NOW
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Close My Eyes 
by Sophie McKenzie
Geniver and her husband, Art, have lost their 
daughter. For Art, the solution is simple: 
Have another child. For Gen, the thought of 
replacing her first child feels cruel. A part 

of her will never let go, no matter how much she needs to 
move on. But then a stranger shows up on their doorstep, 
telling Gen the very thing she’s always desperately longed 
to hear: that her daughter was not stillborn, but was taken 
away healthy. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH
 

The Fire Witness by Lars Kepler
Flora Hansen makes a living pretending to 
commune with the dead. After a gruesome 
murder, Hansen begins to suffer visions that 
are all too real. She calls the police, claiming 
to have seen a ghost, but only one detective 
listens: Joona Linna. Reporting that a girl has 

left behind a bloody hammer, Linna refuses to accept easy 
answers, and his search leads him into dark territory, and 
finally to a shocking confrontation with a figure from his 
past. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND
 

Five Star Billionaire 
by Tash Aw
Phoebe has come to Shanghai with the 
promise of a job—but when she arrives she 
discovers that the job doesn’t exist. Gary is a 
country boy turned pop star who is spinning 

out of control. Justin is in Shanghai to expand his family’s 
real estate empire, only to find that he might not be up to 
the task. All bring their dreams and hopes to Shanghai and 
plays their own fateful role in the lives of its inhabitants. 
AVAILABLE JULY 2ND
 

The Long War
by Terry Pratchett & Stephen Baxter
A new America that has christened itself 
“Valhalla” has emerged more than a million 
steps from the original Datum Earth. And 
like the American revolutionaries of old, the 

Valhallan’s resent being controlled from afar by the Datum 
government. In the intervening years, the song of the trolls 
has suffused the Long Earth. But in the face of humankind’s 
inexorable advance, they are beginning to fall silent . . . and 
gradually disappear. AVAILABLE NOW
 

Loyalty by Ingrid Thoft
The Ludlows are a hard-charging family, 
and patriarch Carl Ludlow treats his off-
spring like employees—which they are. But 
his daughter, Fina, is a bit of a black sheep. 
A law school dropout, her father keeps her 
in the fold as the firm’s private investigator, 

working alongside her brothers. But when her sister-in-
law disappears, she’s caught up in a case unlike any she’s 
encountered before. Carl wants things resolved without 
police interference, but the deeper Fina digs, the more 
impossible that seems. AVAILABLE NOW

Tampa by Alissa Nutting
Celeste Price is an eighth-grade English 
teacher in suburban Tampa. She’s undeni-
ably attractive, and her husband, Ford, is 
devoted to her. But Celeste has a singular 
sexual obsession—fourteen-year-old boys. As 
fall semester begins, Celeste sets her sights 

on the lusciously naïve Jack Patrick and easily lures him 
into her web. A monstress driven by pure motivation, she’ll 
stop at nothing to quench her sexual thirst, caring nothing 
for anyone or anything but her own pleasure. AVAILABLE 
JULY 2ND

A Treacherous Paradise
by Henning Mankell
Cold and poverty define Hanna Renstrom’s 
childhood in remote northern Sweden, and 
in 1904, at nineteen, she boards a ship for 
Australia. But none of her hopes—or fears—

prepares her for the life she will lead. She finds herself the 
owner of a bordello in Portuguese East Africa, a world 
where colonialism and white colonists rule, where she is iso-
lated within white society by her profession and her gender, 
and, among the bordello’s black prostitutes, by her color. 
AVAILABLE JULY 9TH
 

The Abomination
by Jonathan Holt
When the clock strikes midnight on the feast 
day of La Befana, beneath the stunning white 
dome of one of Venice’s grandest landmarks, 
the Santa Maria della Salute, a body with two 

slugs in the back of the head has been pulled from the icy 
waters. The victim is a woman. To the dismay of the police, 
she is dressed in the sacred robes of a Catholic priest—a 
desecration that quickly becomes known as the Abomina-
tion. AVAILABLE NOW

Lotería 
by Mario Alberto Zambrano
Struggling to cope as her family falls apart, 
eleven-year-old Luz Maria Castillo retreats 
into her beloved set of Loteria cards—a 
Mexican game featuring riddles and vibrant 

images. Each card represents a different memory, and as 
Luz shuffles through the deck, she weaves her recollections 
into a compelling story of love, loyalty, tragedy, and hope. 
By turns affecting and inspiring, Lotería reminds us of the 
importance of remembering, even when we are trying to 
forget. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH
 

Never Fuck Up by Jens Lapidus
Mahmud, fresh out of jail and heavily 
indebted to a Turkish drug lord, accepts a 
job from the henchman of brutal mob boss 
Radovan. Meanwhile, Niklas is living at home 
with his mother and working as a security 
contractor in Iraq. When a man is found mur-

dered in the laundry room of their building Niklas decides 
to put his weapons expertise and appetite for violence to use 
and begins to mete out his own particular brand of justice. 
AVAILABLE NOW
 

The Rest of us by Jessica Lott
As a college student, Terry fell madly and 
destructively in love with Rhinehart, her 
famous poetry professor. Now, fifteen years 
later, she’s single, still living in the same 
walk-up she moved into after college, and 
languishing as a photographer’s assistant. 

But when she stumbles upon Rhinehart’s obituary online, 
she finds herself taking stock of the ways her life has not 
lived up to her youthful expectations and grows dispropor-
tionately distraught at the thought that she’ll never see him 
again. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND
 

Skinner by Charlie Huston
Skinner founded his career in “asset 
protection” on fear. A savagely effective 
methodology, until Skinner’s CIA handlers 
began to fear him as much as his enemies did 
and banished him to the hinterlands of the 
intelligence community. Now, an ornate and 

evolving cyber-terrorist attack is about to end that long 
exile. His asset is Jae, a roboticist with a gift for seeing the 
underlying systems violently shaping a new era of global 
guerrilla warfare. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH

The Village by Nikita Lalwani
Filmmaker Ray Bhullar arrives at the Indian 
village of Ashwer, which will be the subject of 
her newest documentary. From the outside, 
the town projects a cozy air. Yet Ashwer is far 
from traditional. It is an experimental open 
prison, a village of convicted murderers and 

their families. As Ray and her crew settle in, they seek to 
win the trust of Ashwer’s residents and administrators. 
And as Ray’s moral judgment competes with her profes-
sional obligation, her assignment takes a disturbing turn. 
AVAILABLE JULY 9TH

The Silent Wife 
by A.S.A. Harrison
Jodi and Todd are at a bad place in their mar-
riage. Much is at stake, including the affluent 
life they lead in their beautiful waterfront 
condo in Chicago, as she, the killer, and he, 

the victim, rush haplessly toward the main event. He is a 
committed cheater. She lives and breathes denial. He exists 
in dual worlds. She likes to settle scores. He decides to play 
for keeps. She has nothing left to lose. AVAILABLE NOW
 

Three Women in a Mirror
by Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt
Anne is a sixteenth century mystic who finds 
God in nature and cannot understand the 
need for religious rituals. Hanna is a young 
noblewoman in Vienna at the start of the 

twentieth century. Anny is a Hollywood star of the 2000s, 
addicted to celebrity and a variety of illicit substances. 
Three young women, whom despite the centuries that 
divide them, live intersecting stories with a narrative tech-
nique that builds to a thrilling crescendo of unexpected 
revelations. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND
 

The Bat by Jo Nesbø 

Inspector Harry Hole is dispatched to Syd-
ney to observe a murder case. Harry is free 
to offer assistance. The victim is a twenty-
three year old Norwegian woman who is a 
minor celebrity back home. Never one to sit 
on the sidelines, Harry befriends one of the 

lead detectives, and one of the witnesses, as he is drawn 
deeper into the case. Together, they discover that this is 
only the latest in a string of unsolved murders. AVAILABLE 
JULY 2ND

The Ghost Riders of Ordebec
by Fred Vargas
Commissaire Adamsberg takes on a 
case far outside of his jurisdiction: the 
disappearances of evil-doers who have 
been visited by a band of ghostly horse-

men. Since the middle ages there have been stories of 
murderers, rapists, those with serious crimes on their 
conscience, meeting a grizzly end following a visitation 
by the riders. Although the case is far outside his juris-
diction, Adamsberg agrees to investigate the strange 
happenings in a village terrorized by wild rumours and 
ancient feuds. AVAILABLE NOW
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3 7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park 
Street · 510-522-2226

Alameda Island Poets and Writers with 
Nanette Bradley Deetz.

8 7:00 PM · Palo Alto · Town & 
Country Village · 650-321-0600

Acclaimed author and a writer for the show 
“Southland,” Sara Gran shares her highly 
anticipated sequel Claire DeWitt and the Bohe-
mian Highway, an addictive mystery set in San 
Francisco and described by CNN as “one of 
the genre’s most original characters in years 
. . . as if David Lynch directed a Raymond 
Chandler novel.”

9 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza · 
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

New York Times Bestselling author Lisa Lutz 
shares The Last Word: A Spellman Novel. Just 
when Izzy Spellman thinks h er troubles are 
far behind she finds herself fighting allega-
tions of embezzlement along with doses of 
family drama following her hostile takeover 
of the family business, Spellman Investiga-
tions.

7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St 
· 415-864-6777

Gay equality activist and newly signed 
Oakland Raiders punter, Chris Kluwe shares 
Beautifully Unique Sparkleponies, a collection 
of candid and hilarious essays. With topics 
ranging from time travel, the Pope’s Twit-
ter account, gay marriage, and everything 
in between — this book has something for 
everyone.

10 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza ·  
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

Star of the film “Act of Valor” and a Navy 
SEAL training commander, Rorke Denver 
shares Damn Few, his gripping memoir and 
a first-ever officer’s account of how the 
SEALs are creating tomorrow’s warriors 
and redefining today’s battlefield. 

7:00 PM · SF · The Marina · 2251 Chestnut 
St · 415-931-3633

Former farm worker and longtime radical 
political activist, Bruce Neuburger shares Lettuce 
Wars. Part memoir, part social commentary on 
farm-worker politics, Neuburger’s unique per-
spective is a compelling and straight forward 
look into a world many of us will never know 
— and one that needs and deserves attention.

7:00 PM · Mountain View · 301 Castro St · 
650-428-1234

Sahar Delijani shares Children of the Jaca-
randa Tree, a beautiful and compelling novel 
that follows three generations of men and 
women in post-revolutionary Iran brought 
together by the tide of history amidst 
dreams of love, justice, and freedom.

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street · 
510-522-2226

Founder of the non-profit Possibility Dogs, ser-
vice dog trainer, canine search-and-rescue team 
member, and New York Times bestselling author, 
Susannah Charleson shares her inspiring memoir 
The Possibility Dogs: What a Handful of “Unadopta-
bles” Taught Me About Service, Hope, and Healing.

11 7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th 
Street · 510-525-7777

Stegner Fellow Anthony Marra will discuss his 
brilliant debut novel, A Constellation of Vital 
Phenomena, set in a rural village in December 
2004 Chechnya, a failed doctor harbors the 
traumatized 8-year-old daughter of a father 
abducted by Russian forces and treats a series 
of wounded rebels and refugees while explor-
ing the shared past that binds him to the child.

12 7:00 PM · Burlingame · 1375 
Burlingame Ave · 650-685-4911

Anton DiSclafani shares her highly anticipated 
debut, The Yonahlossee Riding Camp for Girls. Set 
in the 1930s this lushly written novel transports 
readers to the intriguing world of debutantes 
at a prestigious boarding school as the threat of 
the Depression looms around them.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

Past president of the International Society 
for Environmental Ethics, Emily Brady shares 
Humboldt, an illuminating look into the insular, 
and infamous, Northern California community 
that has existed primarily on the cultivation 
and sale of marijuana on the black market for 
nearly 40 years.

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street ·  
510-522-2226

Alameda’s own Saint Joseph Notre Dame 
High School presents a special student 
reading hosted by Quentin Allen Fernan-
dez featuring contributors to V.23 of their 
award-winning school magazine, Prisms. 

14 2:00 PM · San Mateo · Public 
Library · 55 West 3rd Avenue

The San Mateo Library presents Sahar Deli-
jani, author of Children of the Jacaranda Tree.

15 7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th 
Street · 510-525-7777

Join us for a panel reading featuring topics 
with a fun twist that span memoir, physical 
well-being, and easy ways to budget with 
Patricia Adler, author of My Father Who Is Not in 
Heaven, Jan Camp, author of Hoopdance Revolu-
tion, and Carolyn North, author of Serious Fun.

16 7:00 PM · Palo Alto · Town & 
Country Village · 650-321-0600

Join us for a Launch Party with national best-
selling author Meg Waite Clayton, celebrating the 
release of The Wednesday Daughters, an enthrall-
ing novel of mothers, daughters, and the secrets 
and dreams passed down through generations. 

17 7:00 PM · SF · Laurel Village ·  
3515 California St · 415-221-3666

Stephanie Lehmann shares Astor Place Vin-
tage, a novel of two women separated by 
time and linked by Manhattan, fashion, and 
a journal that connects them in ways nei-
ther could have imagined.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

A practicing physician, author, and profes-
sor of family medicine at UCSF, Daphne 
Miller, discusses the link between sustain-
able health and how our food is farmed with 
her profound book, Farmacology: What Innova-
tive Family Farming Can Teach Us About Health 
and Healing. 

7:00 PM · Belmont Library · 1110 Alameda 
De Las Pulgas · 650-591-8286

The Belmont Library presents Ben H. 
Winters, sharing Countdown City: The Last 
Policmen Book II.

18 7:00 PM · SF · The Marina · 
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Get in the spirit of the baseball season with 
die-hard fan and poet Steve Hermanos shar-
ing his musings about our beloved World 
Series champs with his collection, Orange 
Waves of Giants! The 2012 Championship Sea-
son: Baseball Poems V.2. 

7:00 PM · SF · Laurel Village ·  
3515 California St · 415-221-3666

Speaking from personal experience follow-
ing her own grief from the 1996 murder of 
her son, Christopher, Radha Stern shares 
practical and compassionate advice for 
understanding and helping a grieving loved 
one with Griefprints.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street · 
510-525-7777

Acclaimed author C.W. Gortner shares the 
absorbing story of Isabella of Castile’s rise 
to power in the largest kingdom of Spain 
with the dazzling historical fiction, The 
Queen’s Vow. 

ALAMEDA
1344 Park Street · 

510.522.2226

BERKELEY
1760 4th Street · 

510.525.7777

BURLINGAME
1375 Burlingame Ave · 

650.685.4911

MOUNTAIN VIEW
301 Castro St · 
650.428.1234

PALO ALTO 
Town & Country Vil-
lage · 650.321.0600

SAN FRANCISCO
Opera Plaza · 601 Van 

Ness · 415.776.1111
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SAN FRANCISCO
The Castro · 2275  

Market St · 415.864.6777

SAN FRANCISCO
The  Marina · 2251 Chest-

nut St · 415.931.3633

SAN FRANCISCO
Laurel Village · 3515 Cal-
ifornia St · 415.221.3666

SFO
bzinc · Terminal 3   

· 650.244.0615

SFO
COMPASS BOOKS ·  

Terminal 3 · 650.244.0610

SFO
COMPASS BOOKS ·  

Terminal 2 · 650.821.9299 

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street ·  
510-522-2226

The Big Yes Society Book Club presents a 
panel reading of No Kidding: Women Writers 
on Bypassing Motherhood, a hilarious, com-
pelling, and inspiring collection of essays 
revealing perspectives too long hidden, 
shamed, and silenced. Readers include: 
Maureen Langan, Bernadette Luckett, and 
Andrea Carla Michaels.

19 7:00 PM · Palo Alto · Town & 
Country Village · 650-321-0600

Critically acclaimed and New York Times 
bestselling author, Chris Bohjalian shares 
The Light in the Ruins, a spellbinding rei-
magining of Romeo and Juliet set in 
Tuscany at the end of the Second World 
War. 

20 4:00 PM · Mountain View ·  
301 Castro St · 650-428-1234

Winner of the Caldecott Honor and all 
around awesome author, Mac Barnett 
shares Count the Monkeys, an interactive 
story that will keep you on your toes and 
giggling as the monkeys get scared off 
the pages by one hilarious character after 
another.

22 7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th 
Street · 510-525-7777

Get to know the man behind the mysteries 
as Edgar and Shamus-award nominated 
author David Rosenfelt shares Dogtrip-
ping; the story of his epic move across the 
United States with 25 dogs, 1 RV, some 
volunteers, and a lot of determination. This 
event will be partnered with The German 
Shorthair Rescue Center and will feature 
raffle giveaways.

23 7:00 PM · SF · Laurel Village ·  
3515 California St · 415-221-
3666

Get your fix of indignant observations with 
the hilarious Annie Choi sharing Shut Up, 
You’re Welcome: Thoughts on Life, Death, and 
Other Inconveniences, a laugh-out-loud col-
lection of essays covering important topics 
such as: why sandwiches are boring, her 
eternally naked neighbor, the San Fernando 
Valley, and so much more. 

24 7:00 PM · SF · The Marina ·  
2251 Chestnut St · 415-931-3633

Brian Appleton shares the fascinating his-
tory of a fading multi-ethnic society of the 
Middle East and the transformation of one 
family’s legacy over the course of five gen-
erations with Shamshone: Son of Assyria.

7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St 
· 415-864-6777

Professor of Art History at Stanford Univer-
sity, Richard Meyer explores the fascinating 
links between the codes and cultures of 
homosexuality and their influences for 
visual artists with Art & Queer Culture. A 
piece of art in itself, this lovingly created 
collection features images spanning from 
the 1880s to contemporary works.

7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th Street ·  
510-525-7777

Katie Williams shares Absent, a poignant and 
paranormal story of seventeen-year-old 
Paige Wheeler’s short life, and her quest to 
reveal the truth of her death from beyond.

7:00 PM · SF · World Affairs Council ·  
312 Sutter Street #200 · 415-293-4600

The World Affairs Council presents Sanjay 
Basu, author of The Body Economic: Why Aus-
terity Kills.

7:00 PM · Belmont Library · 1110 Alameda 
De Las Pulgas · 650-591-8286

The Belmont Library presents Hallie Ephron, 
author of There Was an Old Woman. This event 
will feature an introduction by Cara Black, 
author of Murder Below Montparnasse.

25 7:00 PM · SF · Opera Plaza ·  
601 Van Ness · 415-776-1111

Hear the intoxicating story of Ray Walker’s 
journey from a career finance man to a 
successful American winemaker living 
in France, with his delightful and dreamy 
memoir, The Road to Burgundy. Get your taste 
buds ready, our co-sponsor The Wine Club, 
will be providing a tasting component to 
this charming evening.

7:00 PM · Alameda · 1344 Park Street ·  
510-522-2226

Join us for a night celebrating the local 
undead. Pisano Pictures and Atom Phly 
Media presents the premiere screening of the 
final episode in Alameda’s very own zombie 
web series, “The Living.” This event will also 
feature contributors to the book Dead Inside: Do 
Not Enter, Notes from the Zombie Apocalypse and 
will be followed by a Q&A session.

26 7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th 
Street · 510-525-7777

Founder and director of the School for Self-
Healing in San Francisco, Meir Schneider
shares ten steps to natural eyesight improve-
ment, that he’s personally used to reverse 
what doctors told him would be permanent 
blindness, with Vision For Life, a simple guide 
with relaxing exercises written both for those 
who would like to improve their vision, and 
those who’d like to maintain their 20/20 vision.

29 7:00 PM · SF · Laurel Village · 
3515 California St · 415-221-
3666

International bestselling novelist, Cathleen 
Schine shares Fin and Lady, the comic and 
clever story of two siblings, ages and life-
styles apart, coming together to form an 
unconventional family in 1960s New York.

30 7:00 PM · Berkeley · 1760 4th 
Street · 510-525-7777

With writing featured in issues of Zoetrope, 
Tin House, and The Best American Stories 
of 2012, among others, the talented and 
lauded Jodi Angel shares You Only Get Letters 
From Jail, a collection of stories full of ten-
derness, grit, and heartbreaking prose.

7:30 PM · SF · The Castro · 2275 Market St 
· 415-864-6777

Local phenom and New York Times bestsell-
ing author Andrew Sean Greer shares The 
Impossible Lives of Greta Wells, the raptur-
ously romantic story of a woman who finds 
herself transported to the “other lives” she 
might have lived.  

31 7:00 PM · Mountain View ·  
301 Castro St · 650-428-1234

A contributing writer for Wired maga-
zine, the SF Chronicle, Discovery Online, 
and immortalized as an action figure, the 
amazing Richard Kadrey shares the latest 
installment of the ever-entertaining Sand-
man Slim series, Kill City Blues.

7:00 PM · SF · World Affairs Council · 
312 Sutter Street #200 · 415-293-4600

The World Affairs Council presents Orville 
Schell, author of Wealth and Power: China’s 
Long March to the Twenty-First Century.

Visit
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Blue Plate Special
by Kate Christensen
This memoir derives from Kate’s popular food-
centric blog, in which she shares scenes from 
an unusual upbringing and an unusually happy 
present-day life. That it is written by Kate 

Christensen means it will be a delicious reading experience 
in every sense—a compulsively readable account of a knock-
about life, full of sorrows and pleasures, many of the latter of 
the sensual, appetitive variety. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH

Brothers at War 
by Sheila Miyoshi Jager
Sixty years after North Korean troops crossed 
the 38th parallel into South Korea, the Korean 
War has not yet ended. Sheila Miyoshi Jager 
presents the first comprehensive history of this 

misunderstood war. Drawing from newly available diplomatic 
archives in China, South Korea, and the former Soviet Union, 
Jager shows how the conflict between the two Koreas has 
continued to evolve to the present, with important and tragic 
consequences for the region and the world. AVAILABLE NOW

Mother Daughter Me
by Katie Hafner
Katie Hafner embarked on an experiment in 
intergenerational living when she invited her sev-
enty-seven-year-old mother, Helen, to live with her 
and her teenage daughter, Zoe. Filled with fairy-tale 

hope that she and her mother would become friends, and that Helen 
would grow close to her granddaughter, Katie soon discovered this 
new territory was filled with land mines. Mother Daughter Me is an 
insightful book that answers questions about the universal truths of 
family that are central to the lives of so many. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

Ava Gardner: The Secret 
Conversations 
by Peter Evans and Ava Gardner
“I either write the book or sell the jewels,” Ava 
Gardner told her coauthor, Peter Evans, “and I’m 

kinda sentimental about the jewels.” So began the collaboration 
that led to this remarkable memoir. Faithfully recording Ava’s 
reminiscences in this book, Peter Evans describes their late-
night conversations when Ava was at her most candid. So candid, 
in fact, that when she read her own words, she backed out and 
halted the book. Only now, years after her death, could memoir 
be published. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

Touching a Nerve 
by Patricia Churchland
What happens when we accept that everything 
we feel and think stems not from an immaterial 
spirit but from electrical and chemical activity 
in our brains? In this thought-provoking narra-

tive—drawn from professional expertise as well as personal 
life experiences—trailblazing neurophilosopher Patricia S. 
Churchland grounds the philosophy of mind in the essential 
ingredients of biology. She reflects with humor on how she 
came to harmonize science and philosophy, the mind and the 
brain, abstract ideals and daily life. AVAILABLE NOW

A Very Short Tour of the Mind
by Michael Corballis
Modern computers might be faster, and whales 
might have larger brains, but neither can match 
the sheer intellect or capacity for creativity that 
we humans enjoy. In this gem of a book, Corbal-

lis introduces us to what we’ve learned about the intricacies of 
the human brain over the last fifty years. Leading us through 
behavioral experiments and neuroscience, cognitive theory 
and Darwinian evolution with his trademark wit and wisdom, 
Corballis explains just what we know—and don’t know—about 
our own minds. AVAILABLE JULY 11TH

Wear Your Dreams by Ed Hardy
Ed Hardy recounts his genesis as a tattoo artist 
and leader in the movement to recognize tat-
tooing as a valid and rich art form, through to 
the ultimate transformation of his career into a 
multi-billion dollar branding empire. From work-

ing with legendary artists like Sailor Jerry to learning at the 
feet of the masters in Japan, the book explains how this Godfa-
ther of Tattoos fomented the explosion of tattoo art and how his 
influence can be witnessed on everyone. AVAILABLE NOW

Ready for a Brand New Beat
by Mark Kurlansky
In 1964, Marvin Gaye, record producer William 
“Mickey” Stevenson, and Motown songwriter 
Ivy Jo Hunter wrote “Dancing in the Street.” The 
song was supposed to be an upbeat dance record-

ing, but events overtook it, and it gained currency as an activist 
anthem. Told by the writer who is legendary for finding the big 
story in unlikely places, “Ready for a Brand New Beat “chronicles 
that extraordinary summer of 1964 and showcases the momen-
tous role this song played in history. AVAILABLE JULY 11TH

I Hate to Leave this Beautiful 
Place by Howard Norman
As with many of us, the life of acclaimed 
novelist Howard Norman has had its share of 
incidents of “arresting strangeness.” Yet few 
of us connect these moments, as Norman has 

done in this spellbinding memoir, to show how life tangles 
with the psyche to become art. From his boyhood in the 
Midwest, to the years spent as an Inuit translator in the 
Arctic, life’s arresting strangeness is made into a profound, 
creative, and redemptive memoir. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH

The Dark Side of the  
Enlightenment by John V. Fleming
Fleming shows how the impulses of the European 
Enlightenment—generally associated with great 
strides in the liberation of human thought from 
superstition and traditional religion—were chal-

lenged by tenacious religious ideas or channeled into the “darker” 
pursuits of the esoteric and the occult. Impressively researched, 
this rich narrative history sheds light on some lesser-known men-
tal extravagances and beliefs of the Enlightenment era and brings 
to life some of the most extraordinary characters ever encoun-
tered either in history or fiction. AVAILABLE NOW

The Time Traveler’s Guide 
to Elizabethan England
by Ian Mortimer
This history explores daily life in Queen Elizabeth’s 
England, taking us inside the homes and minds 

of ordinary citizens as well as luminaries of the period. Mortimer 
relates in delightful detail everything from the sounds and smells of 
sixteenth-century England to the complex and contradictory Eliza-
bethan attitudes toward violence, class, sex, and religion. Original 
enough to interest those with previous knowledge of Elizabethan 
England and accessible enough to entertain those without, this 
book is for enthusiasts and history buffs alike. AVAILABLE NOW

Rise of the Warrior Cop
by Radley Balko
The last days of colonialism taught America’s 
revolutionaries that soldiers in the streets bring 
conflict and tyranny. As a result, our country has 
generally worked to keep the military out of law 

enforcement. Balko shows how politicians’ ill-considered policies 
and relentless declarations of war against vague enemies like 
crime, drugs, and terror have blurred the distinction between 
cop and soldier. His fascinating, frightening narrative shows how 
over a generation, a creeping battlefield mentality has isolated 
and alienated American police officers. AVAILABLE NOW

A History of Food in  
100 Recipes by William Sitwell
How many of us know where our much-loved 
recipes come from, who invented them, and how 
they were originally cooked? Culinary expert 
William Sitwell explores the fascinating history 

of cuisine from the first cookbook to the invention of the sand-
wich. A book you can read straight through and also use in the 
kitchen, this book is a perfect gift for any food lover who has 
ever wondered about the origins of the methods and recipes 
we now take for granted. AVAILABLE NOW

Rose Kennedy by Barbara A. Perry
This biography—the first to draw on an invalu-
able cache of Rose’s newly released diaries and 
letters—unearths the complexities behind the 
impeccable persona Rose Kennedy showed the 
world. Perry’s account looks past the fanfare, 

poignantly revealing the matriarch’s vulnerability. The defini-
tive biography, Rose Kennedy provides unequaled access to 
the life of a remarkable woman who witnessed a century of 
history and masked her family’s more inconvenient truths 
while capturing the American imagination. AVAILABLE NOW

I Wear the Black Hat
by Chuck Klosterman
When we classify someone as a bad person, 
what are we really saying (and why are we so 
obsessed with saying it)? How does the culture 
of deliberate malevolence operate? Here, Klos-

terman questions the modern understanding of villainy by 
masterfully blending cultural analysis with self-interrogation 
and imaginative hypotheticals. I Wear the Black Hat is a rare 
example of serious criticism that’s instantly accessible and 
really, really funny. Klosterman continues to be the only writer 
doing whatever it is he’s doing. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH

Second Suns by David Oliver Relin
David Oliver Relin shines a light on the work 
of Geoffrey Tabin and Sanduk Ruit, gifted 
ophthalmologists who have dedicated their 
lives to restoring sight to some of the world’s 
most isolated, impoverished people through the 

Himalayan Cataract Project. Relin brings the doctors’ work to 
vivid life through poignant portraits of patients helped by the 
surgery, from old men who cannot walk treacherous mountain 
trails unaided to cataract-stricken children who have not seen 
their mothers’ faces for years. AVAILABLE NOW

The Rise of the Naked Economy
by Ryan Coonerty & Jeremy Neuner
The Rise of the Naked Economy shows 
readers how to achieve both personal and 
professional success in an economy that does 
not guarantee lifetime employment. From 

the recently graduated to the recently laid off, this book 
covers how the rise in non-traditional employment calls for 
a new infrastructure, strategy, and attitude for workers, 
companies, and communities alike, providing an optimis-
tic, humorous, and inspirational vision for those who want 
reclaim their lives and livelihoods. AVAILABLE JULY 9TH

The Wonder of Aging
by Michael Gurian
In his characteristically accessible and moving 
prose, family therapist Michael Gurian shows 
how we become elders. Called “the people’s 
philosopher” for his ability to apply scientific 

ideas to our ordinary lives, Gurian sees life after fifty as 
an enormously fruitful, exciting, and fulfilling time. Draw-
ing on groundbreaking research in neuroscience as well as 
anecdotes from his many clients over the last two decades, 
he presents a new, holistic paradigm that embraces the soul-
enriching opportunities of fifty and beyond. AVAILABLE NOW
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ALAMEDA

9  Tuesday · 7:00 PM
Alameda’s Young Adult Book 
Club (ages 13+) will discuss Girl 

of Fire and Thorns by Rae Carson.

10  Wednesday · 7:00 PM
The Neptune Garden Book 
Club will discuss Prague 

Winter by Madeleine Albright.

18Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Big Yes Society Discussion 
Group will discuss No Kidding: 

Women Writers on Bypassing Motherhood 
with guest contributors Maureen Lan-
gan, Berndatte Luckett, and Andrea Carla 
Michaels joining in on the conversation.

19Friday · 5:00 PM
The Our Parents Made 
Us Do This Book Club will 

discuss book one in the Septimus 
Heap series, Magyk, by Angie Sage.

25Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Desert Island Book 
Club will discuss the vol-

ume Narrative of the Life of Frederick 
Douglass, An American Slave by Fred-
erick Douglass & Incidents in the Life 
of a Slave Girl by Harriet Ann Jacobs.

26Friday · 5:00 PM
The Magical Tales Of 
Adventurous Children 

Book Club (ages 8-10) will meet.

28 Sunday · 2:00 PM
The B.G.P. Social Network 
Book Society (ages 16 & up) 

will discuss Paper Towns by John Green.

Sunday · 6:00PM
The Intimates: East Bay Queer Book 
Club will meet.

BERKELEY

6 Saturday · 9:30 AM
The First Saturday Book Club 
will discusss Our Story Begins

by Tobias Wolff.

BURLINGAME

11 Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Recommended By A 
Stranger Book Club will dis-

cuss The Dog Stars by Peter Heller.

25 Thursday · 7:00 PM
The Healthy Lives Book 
Group will discuss Where’d 

You Go, Bernadette? by Maria Semple.

LAUREL VILLAGE

2Tuesday · 7:00 PM 
The Women We’d Like To Lunch 
With Book Club will discuss 

Beautiful Ruins by Jess Walter.

16 Tuesday · 7:00 PM
The Foreign Intrigue Book 
Club will discuss Finding 

Nouf by Zoe Farris.

24Wednesday · 6:00 PM
The Young At Heart Book 
Club will discuss Breathe 

by Sarah Crossan.

* Thursdays · 3:30 PM
The BOOK BITES: Tasty 
Tales in Twenty read aloud 

series meets at 3:30 every Thurs-
day and reads stories for newly 
independent readers (ages 6-8).

MOUNTAIN VIEW

8 Monday · 7:30 PM
The Broken Compass Adven-
ture Book Club will discuss Fire 

Monks: Zen Mind Meets Wildfire by 
Colleen Morton Busch.

9Tuesday · 7:00 PM
The Politically Inspired Book 
Club will discuss Human 

Capitalism: How Economic Growth Has 
Made Us Smarter—And More Unequal
by Brink Lindsey.

21 Sunday · 5:00 PM
Night Of The Living Book 
Club will meet.

29 Monday · 7:00 PM
The Hands On Bay Area 
Book Club will discuss 

Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific 
Crest Trail by Cheryl Strayed.

OPERA PLAZA

13 Saturday · 10:00 AM
The Second Saturday 
Book Club will discuss The 

Stranger by Albert Camus.

14 Sunday · 11:00 AM
The World Affairs Council 
Book Club will meet.

Sunday · 6:00 PM
The Modern Lit Book Club will meet.

PALO ALTO

9Tuesday · 6:00 PM 
The Book Busters Middle 
Reader Book Club (ages 12+) 

will discuss Superman: Red Son by 
Mark Millar and illustrated by Dave 
Johnson.

14 Sunday · 6:00 pM
The Speculative Fiction 
Book Club will discuss The 

Quantam Thief by Hannu Rajaniemi.

15Monday · 6:00 pM
The NYM-Actual-Book 
Club (ages 14+) will dis-

cuss The Moon and More by Sarah 
Dessen.

23Tuesday · 7:00 pM
The Fourth Tuesday (Mar-
gie’s) Book Club will be on 

special assignment!

THE CASTRO

10 Wednesday · 7:00 PM
The SFLGBT Book Club will 
meet.

17 Wednesday · 6:30 PM
The Central SF Classic Lit 
Book Club will discuss The 

Big Sleep by Raymond Chandler. 

THE MARINA

3Wednesday · 6:00 PM
The San Francisco Travel Book 
Club and Lecture Series will 

discuss The Innocents Abroad by 
Mark Twain.

9Tuesday · 7:00 PM
The Miss Jane Austen Book 
Club will discuss The Italian by 

Ann Radcliffe and Northanger Abbey 
by Jane Austen.

16Tuesday · 7:00 PM
The Cooks & Books Book 
Club will discuss Trail of 

Crumbs: Hunger, Love, and the Search 
for Home by Kim Sunée.

28Sunday · 2:00 PM
The SF Business Book 
Club will discuss Makers: 

The New Industrial Revolution by 
Chris Anderson.

31Wednesday · 7:30 PM
Classics I Forgot To Read 
will discuss Dead Souls by 

Nikolai Gogol.
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Ancient Light by John Banville
Is there a difference between memory and 
invention? That is the question that haunts 
actor Alexander Cleave as he reflects on his 
first love—an underage affair with his best 
friend’s mother. When he lands a role playing 

a man who may not be who he claims, he is given the oppor-
tunity to see the gap between what he’s done and how he 
recalls them. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

Back to Blood by Tom Wolfe
As a police launch speeds across Miami’s 
Biscayne Bay-with our hero, officer Nestor 
Camacho, on board-Tom Wolfe is off and run-
ning headlong into the only city in the world 
where people from a different country with a 

different language and a different culture have taken over at 
the ballot box. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

The Book of Madness and 
Cures by Regina O’Melveny
Gabriella Mondini is a rarity in 16th century 
Venice: a woman who practices medicine. Her 
father, a renowned physician, has provided 
her entree to this all-male profession. Then 

her father disappears and Gabriella faces a crisis: she is no 
longer permitted to treat her patients without her father’s 

patronage. So she sets out across Europe to find where-and 
why-he has gone. AVAILABLE NOW

Silent House by Orhan Pamuk
In a crumbling mansion on the Turkish coast, 
the widow Fatma awaits the annual visit 
of her grandchildren. Bedridden, Fatma is 
attended by her faithful servant Recep. But 
the arrival of Recep’s cousin, Hasan, a fervent 

right-wing nationalist, threatens to draw the family into the 
political cataclysm arising from Turkey’s tumultuous cen-
tury-long struggle for modernity. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

Sweet Tooth by Ian McEwan
The year is 1972. The Cold War is far from 
over. The operation is code named “Sweet 
Tooth.” Serena, a compulsive reader of novels, 
is the perfect candidate to infiltrate the liter-
ary circle of a promising young writer named 

Tom Haley. At first, she loves the stories. Then she begins to 
love the man. How long can she conceal her undercover life? 
AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

The News from Spain
by Joan Wickersham
The News from Spain is a virtuosic collection of stories, 
each a stirring parable of the power of love and the impossi-

bility of understanding it. Spanning centuries 
and continents, from eighteenth-century 
Vienna to contemporary America, Joan Wick-
ersham shows, with uncanny exactitude, how 
we never really know what’s in someone else’s 
heart—or in our own. AVAILABLE JULY 2ND

How Should a Person Be? 
by Sheila Heti
Part literary novel, part self-help manual, and 
part vivid exploration of the artistic and sexual 
impulse, How Should a Person Be? is a raw, 
urgent depiction of female friendship and of the 

shape of our lives now. Irreverent, brilliant, and completely 
original, Heti challenges, questions, frustrates, and entertains 
in equal measure. AVAILABLE NOW

What the Nanny Saw
by Fiona Neill
2008 - For the past decade Nick and Bryony 
Skinner have ridden high on the economic 
boom, but suddenly, the family finds itself 
at the center of a financial scandal. And Ali, 

their trusted nanny, watches it all. When a reporter with a 
personal connection to the story comes asking her for the 
inside scoop, Ali must decide if she will talk or not.  
AVAILABLE JULY 2ND
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Three of my favorite picture 
books this year have come from 
Molly Idle! She had me at “hello,” 
when I picked up Flora & the 
Flamingo, a clever and delightful 
wordless book about the dance 
of a new friendship. Then she 
taught me all about the proper 
ways to host a dinosaur for a tea 
party in Tea Rex (always good to 
know what to do in those situa-
tions), and now she has sealed 
the deal by illustrating Zombelina, 
a silly & spooky tale about a 
zombie who LOVES to dance.  So 
Molly now that you’ve burst onto 
the picture books scene in such 
a spectacular way, all I can say is 
congrats and MORE PLEASE!

The Day The Crayons 
Quit by Drew Daywelt & 
Oliver Jeffers

The crayons have 
HAD IT! They’re 
all quitting. They’ve 
been used and 
abused, and not even 

creatively! What ensues is the most 
hilarious and adorable worker’s 
strike in the history of kids’ books. 
Brilliantly illustrated by Books Inc. 
favorite, Oliver Jeffers, this picture 
book is perfectly suited for emerg-
ing readers with a funny bone with 
a predilection for drawing. (AGES 
4-8) AVAILABLE NOW

Charm and Strange
by Stephanie Kuehn

Being around enor-
mously talented people 
is probably the greatest 
perk of living in the Bay 
Area (short of the pro-
duce) and debut author 

Stephanie Kuehn is one of those 
people. In this haunting and psy-
chologically driven debut, lonely 
teen Andrew Winston Winters is 
at war with himself, in the wake of 
horrifi c family tragedy. Kuehn, who 
has a degree in clinical psychology, 
brings Andrew to life with startling 
clarity, and profound emotional 
effect. (AGES 14+) AVAILABLE NOW

Crankee Doodle 
by Tom Angleberger

Crankee Doodle is a 
Colonial-era Yankee, 
and he is bored! His 
pony tries to offer 
some suggestions of 
things they can do- Go 

to town? Buy a feather for his hat? 
Before long an argument erupts 
about the relative fanciness of 
macaroni versus lasagna, and 
you’ll never look at the song “Yan-
kee Doodle” the same way again! 
This zany take on a traditional 
song is the fi rst picture book by 
the author of the Origami Yoda 
books. (Ages 4-8) AVAILABLE NOW 

Twerp by Mark Goldblatt
Sixth-grader Julian 
Twerski has just 
returned to school after 
a weeklong suspension, 
and his English teacher 
offers him a deal- if he 

writes a journal about the incident 
that got him suspended, he can get 
out of writing a report on Shake-
speare. Julian uses the journal to 
recount events that make up his 
day to day life in 1960s New York, 
while also calling attention to the 
important issues of friendship, peer 
pressure, and bullying. (Ages 10+) 
AVAILABLE NOW

Unicorn Thinks He’s 
Pretty Great 
by Bob Shea

From the hilarious 
author of I’m a Shark, 
Cheetah Can’t Lose and 
Dinosaur Vs. The Potty 
comes what could even 
be his funniest book 

yet… which is big talk, considering 
that Bob Shea’s books are consis-
tently bone-shatteringly hysterical. 
In this new book, Goat bemoans 
having to know Unicorn, who’s 
annoyingly good at EVERYTHING. 
But a twist at the end illuminates 
that the grass is always greener, 
without pandering or preaching. 
(AGES 4-8) AVAILABLE NOW

Pi in the Sky 
by Wendy Mass

It’s Joss’ job, as the son 
of the Supreme Over-
lord of the Universe, to 
deliver pies throughout 
the galaxies. He doesn’t 
quite understand the 

importance of this task, until the 
Earth’s solar system is accidently 
erased from existence. He teams 
up with a human girl to re-create 
the Earth in an adventure that is as 
funny as it is exciting. Reminiscent 
of the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy, this is a must-read for sci-fi  
fans! (AGES 8-12) AVAILABLE NOW

Kelsey Green, 
Reading Queen
by Claudia Mills

Third-grade Kelsey 
loves to read, and noth-
ing will stop her from 
winning her school 
reading competition. 
Her competitive nature 

starts to get the best of her, until 
she helps out a friend who strug-
gles with reading. In this sweet 
story full of relatable characters, 
Kelsey remembers that books are 
more important than their page 
counts. This is the fi rst book in the 
new Franklin Street Friends tril-
ogy, and will appeal to enthusiastic 
and reluctant readers alike! (AGES 
7-10) AVAILABLE NOW

Boy Nobody 
by Allen Zadoff

After being kidnapped 
and forced into a train-
ing camp four years ago, 
an unnamed 16-year old 
is now one of the best 
assassins in his organi-

zation. Things get complicated when 
his latest mission interferes with 
the normal teenage life he craves- in 
part because he has a crush on the 
target’s daughter. With a speedy plot 
and lots of drama and action, this 
thriller is hard to put down. The fi rst 
volume of an exciting new series! 
(AGES 14+) AVAILABLE NOW

Rush by Eve Silver
After a car accident, 
16-year old Miki thinks 
she’s dead; actually, she 
is one of the specially 
selected teens who have 
been pulled into an 

alternate dimension to fi ght against 
a hostile alien takeover. Miki is 
essentially in a live-action video 
game, where she receives “points” 
for each predatory alien she kills. 
But unlike a video game, the stakes 
are very real! This YA debut is 
the fi rst in an exciting new series. 
(AGES 14+) AVAILABLE NOW

Molly Idle

KIDS EVENTS!
July 20 · 4:00 PM · Books Inc. in Mountain View 

301 Castro St · 650-428-1234
 
Winner of the Caldecott Honor and all around awe-
some author, Mac Barnett shares Count the Monkeys, an 
interactive story that will keep you on your toes and 
giggling as the monkeys get scared off the pages by 
one hilarious character after another. 

July 24 · 7:00 PM · Books Inc. in Berkeley 
1760 4th Street · 510-525-7777

Katie Williams shares Absent, a poignant and paranor-
mal story of seventeen-year-old Paige Wheeler’s short 
life, and her quest to reveal the truth of her death 
from beyond. 

BUY TWO Gaphix books, 
such as the ever popular Smile by 
Raina Telgemeier, or any from the 

awesome Bone series by Jeff Smith 
and GET ONE FREE! (Ages 8-14)

BUY ANY TWO Judy Blume, 
such as the classics Are You There 
God? It’s Me, Margaret, Superfudge, 

or Freckle Juice and 
GET ONE FREE! (Ages 14+)

Stock up For Summer!  For the month of July, Books Inc. is offering TWO Buy Two Get One Free Sales!

Shannon

awesome 
and GET ONE FREE! (Ages 8-14)

, a poignant and paranor-
mal story of seventeen-year-old Paige Wheeler’s short 
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